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NASA/LMSC Instrument Design & Fabrication
Questions and Answers
Q: Bob McMillan (Georgia Tech) - Unless it has been improved lately, the NOAA LIDAR has
had some problems maintaining alignment. Specifically, it is difficult to keep the receiver spot and
the local oscillator single mode pattern aligned on the detector. How are you going to be able to
solve these problems considering that your LIDAR operates in a harsher environment?
A: Russell Targ (Lockheed) - It is a two part question, one part pertains to the laser that we
built with United Technology, the other part is the design of the laser that we are building with
CTI now. The laser that we are presently operating on the NASA aircraft is a CO2 laser that
resides in a monolithic aluminum shell. The laser itself has very carefully designed mirrors, and a
low center of gravity. The mirror spacing and alignment of the laser cavity is actively measured
and compensated for. We are not troubled with problems of thermal drift because the laser is
water cooled with a very carefully regulated chiller and any residual motion is taken out by the
active frequency stabilization. The cavity is carefully controlled with regard to its expansion by
the chiller and the alignment of the inner phorometer doesn't change once this thing has come up
to equilibrium. This is a fair question, recognizing that we have a meter long aluminum block and
aluminum should basically be considered as butter if it is sitting out in the atmosphere. But the
ordinary commercially available chiller is able to maintain the temperature even in the harsh
environment of the cargo bay to within a quarter degree centigrade. Our experience is that even
in that terrible environment where the air temperature is varying over 20 degrees centigrade we
are able to maintain the system in alignment for the duration of a flight. The reason that we are
having better success than the NOAA laser, which has done yeoman service for many years, is
that the mounts of the NOAA laser are basically lollipop kind of mounts, up on stands, using
commercial equipment. That laser is indeed maintained by several PhD's who have grown up and
lived with the laser. Where as, ours is designed specifically to have very stable operation.
Q: Kim Elmore (NCAR) - ltow mature is laser technology compared to the set it and forget it
state of radar technology? When will such a system be commercially available? How will this
system compare with radar system costs? How sensitive is such a system to the degradation from
bugs and dirt that would get on the window? How much power does it consume?
A: Russell Targ (Lockheed) - Well radar technology is 50 years old and laser technology is 30
years old. So, radar technology is more mature. On the other hand, there are things that a 30
year old can do that a 50 year old can't do as well. There are hundreds of thousands of lasers in
CD players and tens of thousands of lasers in supermarkets and thousands of laser range finders in
tanks, none of which get any maintenance at all. The supermarket checker does not have to touch
his laser scanner, the GI in the tank does not have to touch his laser range finder. So, a lot of
progress has been made in the optimechanical design of laser radar systems and laser systems are
in general. It took about a decade for people to realize how you build kinematic mounts and
apply them to lasers, how you provide frequency stabilization, and how you solve those kinds of
problems. I would ,say that with regard to many laser systems they have achieved the set it and
forget it technology. When will such a system be commercially available? I presume that such a
system pertains to an airborne laser radar for wind shear measurement. The system that I showed,
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which is a 200 pound, kilowatt consuming, CO2 system, is not intended as a commercial system
for the world airline fleet. I think that would not be a sensible application. We are developing
together with CTI a two micron system that would meet the same performance requirements as I
described earlier. That system will be certified we anticipate in 1995 and available for sale at that
time. How will this system compare with radar system costs? I of course have no idea what
radar systems cost. We have spoken to a number of airline executives and they have described
what they would consider as an acceptable price for a solid state laser system that can measure
wind shear as well as clear air turbulence. We are able to build a system and sell it for prices that
airlines consider acceptable. If you need more information there are two people here from
Lockheed Austin Division who will be happy to di_uss it with you and take your order. How
sensitive is such a system to the degradation from bugs and dirt that would get on the window?
No doubt about it, you are going to have to wipe off the window just as you have to wipe off the
windshield. In our limited experience, flying now through three flights, the hard coated window
of our scanner is simply wiped off with a rag. It has not had any special attention and we have not
observed degradation of the performance. How much power does it consume? The answer is
about three hundred watts. That would be the commercial unit.
Q: Jim Evans (MIT) - How does one determine the dBZ for lasers, and make it equivalent to
radar dBZ as a function of rain intensity. Since the rain drops are much greater than the wave
length, dBZ is usually measured only for Rayleigh _attering?
A: Russell Targ (Lockheed) - It is all perfectly true. We don't measure dBZ for LIDAR. We
erroneously showed an intensity chart with dBZ which is simply left over from its previous
incarnation from a radar system. What we are plotting in the color bar on the right side, is dB of
the signal noise ratio received at our coherent receiver. The signal to noise ratio goes typically
from 50 dB for hard targets to zero dB where we can no longer use it. A proper scale should say
is zero to fifty dB and not dBZ at all. That is our error. LIDAR aren't measuring things in dBZ.
Q: Jim Evans (MIT) - What is the pulse spacing of your LIDAR? I don't understand how pulse
pair approaches can be used with lasers given the very high Doppler velocities and the long
distance between pulses.
A: Russell Targ (Lockheed) - The pulse spacing is ten milliseconds because of the hundred
hertz laser. I have almost nothing useful to say about the algorithms behind the poly pulse pair
processor. ! think that I know just enough to answer your question. The poly pulse pair
processor is really misnamed. It is not a processor looking at several pulses. What it does is look
at several lags and perform an autocorollation on each pulse, several times per pulse. Rather than
looking at it and simply doing an FFT on that pulse. It is not a pulse comparison technique, it
takes several looks at each pulse, does an autocorollation analysis and drives the answer that way.
So, we are not looking at one pulse after another.
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